Abstract
Introduction
In our life today's the Peer to Peer (P2P) Networks are become so significant due to the advancing in science and technology, it's playing an important roles to supporting robust and large scale transmission of multimedia content to heterogeneous clients, this technology also has made a dramatic movement in multimedia streaming application particularly in video conferencing system currently; The Video conferencing encouraged the developers to create and develop conferencing systems that involve multiple parties. As result, a lot of video streams on internet are needed to provide a better visualization compared with video and audio packets that need more bandwidth for the transmission. As well as to avoid packet failure or network congestion problem, it's very important to have good control of bandwidth in multimedia conferencing systems, that has multiple video windows. Peer to Peer Video Streaming is the new revolution in the field of networking, great amount of research work is underway on Network Protocols, in result, lot of technologies and protocols are being developed to facilitate the developers to develop Peer to Peer Video Streaming applications at rapid pace. Most of these applications are desktop-based; only the desktop users can view regular contents. The software that we have developed is a LAN-based using client/server and P2P architecture for transmitting and receiving Multimedia contents. Such types of software's already exist in the market, lacking the feature of portability and in result clients are bound to use Microsoft platform.
In our research addresses this problem, LAN clients of this application can use any sort of platform, as they are bases on java. As well as this paper also provides many other useful utilities for heterogeneous system such as Multicast Video and Audio transmission [1] and reception Services as well as security issues are also considered. As well as there is something important to discuss about it, CUSTP: Custom Protocol for Audio and Video Conferencing System over P2P Networks Saleh A. AlOmari, Putra Sumari, Sadik A. Al-Taweel, Ahmed M. Manasrah the Peer to Peer has been shown to reduce the bandwidth cost and increase the scalability and streaming content on the internet [2] . P2P media distribution model can support a large number of clients with a low overall system cost. In this model the resources are sharing with the system [3] . There is a difference between file sharing and media streaming. In file sharing the file must be installed first before we use it. It might be takes a short time or long time to download because it depends on the size of the file. A requesting peer need only one establishes connection to download the file because the file is stored by one peer. There are no time constraints to download the fragments of the file rather than the time is more important here. That is why the system can tolerate inter-packet delays; also it requires the more storage to store the file.
In media streaming system, a client overlaps downloading with the consumption of the file. It uses one part while downloading another part to be used after period time. The file is large and takes long time to stream. Possibly a large file is stored by several peers, which requires the requesting peers to manage several connections concurrently. It doesn't require storage because it receives the packet and display it. The last thing is that the time constraints are crucial, since a packet arriving after its scheduled play back time is useless and considered lost [3] .
The main objective is to develop high-level protocol for Multimedia Messaging System, single protocol for all multimedia application specially (A/V) audio and video transmission. The main problem is when the multimedia transmission is involve over the networking and required security, most of multimedia protocols just dealing with Multimedia content transmission, they do not handle security level issues such as password validation from database and etc, this protocol is able to control other protocol such as RTP and etc., but it's only functional to transfer (A/V) over the network when user use these protocols; Our protocol are working on the top of that protocols, this protocol sometime working on the top of TCP and sometime working on the top of user datagram protocol (UDP). It depends on the nature of application. From my point of view almost all unrecognized existing protocols which been used in networking could easily be replaced by our custom developed because it is engineered to be flexible, portable and robust. Following Services we designed to test this Protocol.
(1) Peer to Peer Video Streaming System (2) Registry Service.
Concerning in these services, we will test on Local Area Network, if we want to apply these services in internet we will use the proxy to support it. Since almost all the net users are proxy users, which connected with ISP, ISP uses the proxy mechanism where most of the proxy servers do not provide the support of our Protocol, for that we need to plug-in for proxy server. The next task also is to develop plug-in for proxy to support our Protocol after we develop. Totally our paper stratification is still on-going on Java Technology; that includes Custom Clients and Registry also Service as well as persistency in addition Database connectivity at backend. We still working on this research to obtain full advantage of Java's beauty by using Java Network Library, Sound API (Application Programming Interface), JMF (Java Media Framework) [4, 5] and also created User define Protocols to develop and facilitate developers to develop their own Multimedia based applications rapidly.
Related Background
In this paper we will make a review about the previous researches in the area of the peer to peer video streaming, description of these researches, what the techniques that they used in their researches and what are the problems that they solved. There are some papers that discussed about the video streaming and how to solve the problem which it found in video streaming. Some of these papers are:
On Demand Media Streaming Over the Internet.
This paper is created by Mohamed M. Hefeeda and Bharat K. Bhargava, CERIAS and Department of Computer Sciences, Purdue University.They propose a new model for on-demand media streaming centered on the peer-to-peer paradigm. The proposed p2p model can support a large number of clients with a low overall system cost. This model allows sharing the resources with the system and in return,
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Volume 4, Number 3, June 2010 they get some rewards. Also they make a new algorithm for searching algorithm (locating peers with the required objects) and a new dispersion algorithm (for spread the media file into the system). Their simulation shows that the capacity is rapidly increased and many clients can be served even if they come according to different arrival patterns like constant rate arrival, flash crowd arrival (arrival in milliseconds) and Poisson arrivals [3] .and the new search that been used here is kind of the index approach. It needs one subset or small subsets to maintain and it can be maintained by the peer that contains the original file or by separate peer. This approach can be called a hybrid scheme because the streaming approach is peer-to-peer, while the searching and dispersion processes are server-assisted. And the main role here is to facilitate the searching and the dispersion processes [3] .
Media Streaming Delivery over Peer to Peer Networks.
This paper is created by Francisco de Asís López-Fuentes and Eckehard Steinbach, Institute of Communication Networks, Media Technology Group Technische Universität München, 80333 München, Germany. In this research is talked about propose of a novel distributed P2P based media streaming approach based on semantic clustering, cooperation, and reputation among peers. In this model they tried to suit a best connection between peers and the best proximity of resources. In their model they improve self-organization based on semantics and support QoS by using information from peers with high reputation. In this approach all peers cooperate and share resources such as available storage, and CPU. These resources are informed to the peers by using resource ticket. They use the access ticket to select the best serving peer or the best serving peer set of a semantic group owning a specific video [6] .A distributed cashier that manages the tickets is implemented over a small group of reliable peers named manager peers. Several video descriptions are obtained using Multiple Description Coding (MDC). MDC is a source coding technique which encodes a signal into a number of separate bit streams [7] . Each individual bit stream is called a description. The descriptions are sent through different network paths to a destination. These descriptions are distributed among peers in a semantic group. A reputation mechanism is considered in order to guarantee, that the receiving peer obtains a video of high quality from a peer with high reputation [6] .
The universal agreement on P2P network for streaming applications is that end users, also called peers or end nodes, self-organize into a logical overlay at application layer and then applications provision data or services along the edges of the overlay through unicast connections. At this time, there are a numbers of proposed overlay structures and services management protocols in peer to peer based approaches for media contents dissemination, which fall into the following categories. In the first category, such as NARADA [8] , RMX [9] , Overcast [10] and some other tree or mesh-based tree structures all have in common that they involve a spanning tree for data delivering, which is vulnerable to peer dynamics as well as network congestion, and enforces tremendous delay to those with more depth. In the second category, NICE [11] and ZIGZAG [12] , to name a few, perform distributed algorithm and adopt hierarchically clustering structure. Apparently there are specific internal nodes with heavier load and their failure or departure would have grievous impact to large numbers of descendants. In the third category, CoopNet [13] and SplitStream [14] , Coolstreaming [15, 16] also Gnustram [17] for instance, deploy multiple distribution trees, resulting in either heavy workload on certain internal nodes or dedicated relay nodes for forward traffic. Furthermore, all of those previous works suffer the same drawback that the regularity of overlay architecture makes it difficult to accommodate topology change which is fairly common in peer to peer environment. Accordingly, PRM [18] and DONet [19] explore the inherent stability of gossip-based membership management to provide better stability and scalability.
The P2P paradigm is used in many collaborative applications such as Audio and Video conferencing. A P2P conference system is differentiated by a distributed approach. All group management and media distribution functions of the system are allocated to the peers. We have many P2P video conference approaches like Peer to Peer Session initiation protocol (P2P-SIP) [20, 21, 22] , DAVIKO [23] , BRAVIS [24] . There has been considerable work in the area of Peer to Peer live video streaming such as media encoding [25] and various network layer techniques [26] . P2P streaming systems attempt to optimize three significant metrics: setup delay (i.e. the time from when the user first CUSTP: Custom Protocol for Audio and Video Conferencing System over P2P Networks Saleh A. AlOmari, Putra Sumari, Sadik A. Al-Taweel, Ahmed M. Manasrah tunes on the channel to when the video is visible), end to end delay (i.e. delay between the content originator and the receiver, also known as playback delay) and playback continuity (i.e. percentage of received data packets) [27] .
Video Conference technology has been studied and standardized by ITU-T in the H.323 commendation [28, 29, 30, and 31] . H.323 based systems approve the client-server communication model in which two centralized servers are applied to supporting group meetings: the gatekeeper for the group management and the MCU (multipoint control unit) for the distribution of media streams [32] . We can use video conferencing in distance educations. Especially, as the lecturer is teaching from another place. This way of teaching and learning can provide a perfect interaction between the students and the lecturers. It also provides a space to fill in instant contact details of related staff contacts [33] . It gives a teacher a broad sight on many features associated to the techniques of video conferencing and choosing a video conferencing solution. The term video conferencing is recognized in a broad sense, encompassing, standalone video conferencing units and related infrastructure equipment, software based desktop conferencing systems, web conferencing systems with video and audio functionality, and video calls from mobile phones [34] . A video conference is a means of communication where the sound (audio) is accompanied by a live picture (video). A video conference can be among two places, i.e. sites which are connected to each other through the video conference, or the conference can connect many sites.
During this time the P2P streaming system deployed in real world multimedia streaming applications and it's become so important to test it. And there's a new design for the p2p multimedia streaming systems like a troubleshoot, and evaluate it's under the practical network settings [35] , any way the complexity of the implementing and then test the new peer to peer media streaming system is not trivial, and it's became the main obstacle that drives most academic researchers away from assessing new protocols in realistic networks. A test bed implemented to evaluate a new P2P streaming system design should involve a large number of bandwidth-limited peers behind home broadband connections, with arrival and departure dynamics, and definite traffic being relayed and transmission. Also any peer to peer streaming system need to use to establish and manage the TCP connections or User Datagram Protocol (UDP) flows among the peers [36, 5] , use dedicated tracking servers to bootstrap new participating peers, and maintain a playback buffer that consists of segments to be played in the immediate future. Peers in a streaming system may also need to discover one another, and to exchange buffer availability information. Most existing academic studies resort to simulation studies, which do not appropriately reflect the complexity of real world streaming systems [37, 38] .
Framework
Any peer who custom protocol has required registration with registry service once peer registered, registry service update the peer list and re-transmit to all online connected peers. The responsibility of Registry Service is to provide Naming Service based on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) working transport layer [36] , but in the application layer multimedia protocol working. When any peer offline another words disconnected with registry service, registry service remove registered name from buffer updates and re-transmit remaining peer names to all other connected peers as shown in figure 1. Any peer who custom protocol has required registration with registry service once peer registered, registry service update the peer list and re-transmit to all online connected peers. The responsibility of Registry Service is to provide Naming Service based on Transmission Control Protocol TCP working transport layer but in the application layer multimedia protocol working .When any peer offline another words disconnected with registry service, registry service remove registered name from buffer updates and re-transmit remaining peer names to all other connected peers.
Peer to Peer Video Streaming based on custom protocol but here custom protocol working on the top User Datagram Protocol (UDP), message conversation process working 100% proper and reliable, due to use of MMP with UDP, this approach is more suitable compare Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) on transport level, this approach consumes less bandwidth there will be no permanents connection required between peers, all the network peers are free all the time because here custom protocol switch the transport level protocol and choose User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for message transmission. Video coverage system based on P2P architecture with complete security level policies unauthorized person cannot capture remote machine without permission of remote user, some of them have permission to capture direct without any interaction of remote user, and in figure 2 and 3 we design Registry Service which is responsible to keep the client list that are currently connected with Registry System, Registry System is Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) based at Transport level but in application level we user our own protocol called Custom protocol, this system provide many benefits and rapid communication mechanisms.
The most important technique that we select in this system is Multicasting, using multicasting a single address can be mapped onto multiple machine at a network router level, allowing easy and efficient transmission of a single packet to multiple hosts source sends message to multicast group address, network hardware relays message to all group members, clients have both unicast IP address and also are members of multicast group. Our system using another important technique called Clone, this system can create more than one clone of original Data Source. Source sends message to multicast group address, network hardware relays message to all group members, Client have both unicast IP address and also member of multicast group. Custom Protocol is one of the most useful and powerful protocol for the Internet especially as we know Internet is the main platform where we find heterogeneous systems most of these system are platform dependent just windows based client can share the files, our system addresses this problem, out system is platform independent from both side hardware as well as software side, Custom Protocol allows network users to share the videos on the network, all Napster based applications are P2P unfortunately most of the proxy servers does not provide the support of this protocol, that's why all proxy users are unable to use such type of applications on the Internet. Our second goal is to develop plug-in for proxy server; these applications are non-useful for the Internet because almost all Net users are basically proxy user, some of them get direct connection from Internet otherwise all Net users are connected with ISP's.
Media Streaming and Application of Communicate
There are different kinds of application communication with media streaming, which have different constraints and attributes. Such as, the application of communication for video (media) may be point to point (unicast), multicast or broadcast. The media channels for communication may be packet-switched or circuit-switched and may be support quality of services (QoS) or support best effort. These attributes of application of communicate for video can affect strongly to the system. Here we will make overview about these attributes [39] .
Point to Point, Multicast and Broadcast Communication
There are different kinds of communications. For example broadcast communication, it delivers the contents to all receivers at the same time. Here the system is designed to provide every intended receiver with the required signal. Although the numbers of the receivers are large, the feedback from the receiver to the sender is infeasible. Another one is point to point (unicast) we talked about this previously. The important attribute here is there is a back channel from the receiver to the sender, which the receiver can send a feedback to the sender which can use to adapt its processing. Without this channel the sender has limited knowledge about the channel which been used in public network [39] . The last one is multicast, we have made an overview about this and it will be discussing in details in other topic. Multicast is from one to many not to all like broadcast, means from one to many. This kind of communication is used in a private network to communicate to a multiple clients. The authors
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will use multicast rather than multiple unicast connections because multicast is more efficient than unicast and provides many advantages as same as a broadcast [39, 40] .
Packet Switched and Circuit Switched Network
Another attributes that can affect to the design of media streaming system is: packet-switched or circuit-switched. The example of packet-switched network is the Ethernet LAN and the internet. These networks are shared. Here the packets may be arriving without order, may be delay, or may be lost. As the reverse, the circuit-switched network, such as public switched telephone network (PSTN) or (ISDN), reserve resources and the packets arrive in order; packets have fixed delay, but still are corrupted by bits error or changed bits [39] .
Quality of Service Support and Best Effort
Quality of service refers to the concept of the ability that a network can deliver better service to choose the network traffic over the internet, and keep the resources control mechanism. It can provide some type of services and performance guarantee. Also provide different priority to the users and services to the data flow. QoS are like real-time streaming multimedia, also provide solution of the problems about the communication like amount of bandwidth, voice quality, echo, loss of packets, delay sensitive, guarantees on throughput, and facilitate video communication like provisioning for video data. The current internet support only best effort (BE) which doesn't guarantee of the bandwidth, packet delivery and also doesn't support quality of service. It provides only the basic function of connectivity. In other words QoS is not widely supported by packet switched network such as internet and is supported by circuit-switched, through provide guarantees on delay, bandwidth and losses such as PSTN /ISDN [39, 40 and 41].
Results and Discussion
Live Audio and Video Coverage is p2p system and it is new revolution in the field of distributed world and it really tough work, to understand networking, network bandwidth, audio encoding, audio decoding, video encoding, video decoding, format setting and compression techniques. Accept as true to work on audio and video is not slight work, almost all technologies being engage in this work, mean you should have good idea about Multimedia, Network, Networking Programming, Protocol designing, all compression techniques etc. Registry services, in effect registry service register it and return number peers, which are already connected with registry service. Online peer list-box displays those peers that are connected with CUSTP: Custom Protocol for Audio and Video Conferencing System over P2P Networks Saleh A. AlOmari, Putra Sumari, Sadik A. Al-Taweel, Ahmed M. Manasrah registry service. in our system we must make registration of registry service, if the registry service not working, our system will alerting and inform to the user registry service not working and will be automatically closed as in (figure1)without registry service this system unable to work as this system is based on Peer to Peer architecture. then if peer want to capture some one must select peer from online peer list-box, following alert informs please select peer, then press start capturing button, if user do not select online peer application will display following alert dialog to inform user please select online peer. The user just select peer from list-box and press start capturing button, the system will create direct connection with destination system and sends required headers. If destination system gives permission to capture, then this system create other connection which based on RTP, But if the user need to capture remote system, and capture device not attached with remote system, application display alert dialog to inform user remote capture device not working or not attach with remote system. Remote capturing system working 100% from my point of view, following dialog displays media properties that is not static report, it is dynamic report to display position, frame rate protocol and duration, which this dialog is built-in part of media player class of java. If someone views this system, the name that particular peer will be display on [someone view you] list-box and this system can reject the remote capturing system by pressing [stop watching] button. As we know when multimedia transmissions involve in the network it must be use encoding technique, because multimedia contents are heavy consuming more bandwidth, so here we use JPEG compression technique in following example. Term encoding some time refers compression and some time encryption for secure transmission etc.
The Single application can get multiple clone at one time, each clone running on different port number, new thread required for each clone. In figure 2 show demonstrate the Media properties of each clone, because each clone is running separately by using thread mechanisms. Tow type of Bit Rate required for multimedia transmission VBR (Variable Bit Rate) and CBR (Constant Bit Rate), VBR used when live multimedia transmission is involve, CBR are frequently use when stored data transmissions is involves. These all clone are from Single remote DataSource, if the numbers of clone are being increased, this system and remote system from which these clone are capturing both systems will be down. As following below, Figure 2 memory usage graph show the status of memory of how much it allocated to this program and how much memory are/is used in these programs. These all clone are from single remote system that's why they are same, in deferent players, by pressing multiple times [start capture] button. unauthorized person do not capture this system, this system only allow those peers who have permission, all security level transaction are already stored in local database, if someone need to capture this system, custom protocol will request for permission, if this system gives permission for capturing then destination peer is able to capture this system. Some users which already have permission to capture this system are no need to ask any permission, they can directly capture this system without any interaction of this system. Following figure 3 peers who have permission to capture this machine by selecting peer from the list and press grant restriction button, selected peer will be restricted after pressing Grant permission button.
Figure 3.
Shows the peer they have the permission and they need to capture from the same list.
In this case if destination peer want to be capture this system, but at the same time the destination system is restricted to capture the system, the system will alert and display confirmation dialog for confirmation. If remote machine do not gives permission of remote capturing, the system will display following alert message to inform the user, and to stop capture by press button [stop watching me]. All restricted user are display in following Figure 3 , they are restricted to capture this system, and they need permission each time when they capture this system, if this system want to give permission to capture system direct without interaction, they can select peer from [restricted peer list] combo-box and press [grant permission] button. these security policies are store in the local database, when any remote peer connection creates with this system and want to capture this system, the system will receive request and verify from local database, if remote peer is restricted to capture this system, the system display confirmation message dialog, if this system user give permission to capture this system then the remote peer can capture. Otherwise, the remote peer is unable to capture this system. furthermore, If remote user cancel capturing another words says remote user do not want to capture further this system more and want to close remote capturing just press cross button on the player corner, by pressing corner cross button capturing will be stop, and then the application will display following message dialog on the remote machine to inform remote user media conversation is successfully stop.
This system is too much reliable for multimedia conversation, this system initially detecting all capturing devices including Audio and Video devices specially and its corresponding Formats which they only supports, The load in the Combo-Boxes following application display two different ComboBoxes which is one for audio and one for video devices, and other two list boxes for audio formats and for video formats. See the following memory usage, currently this system only capture one remote system that's why this program do not cover that much memory as we shown the memory status in Figure 5 .
This system uses one important technique called Multiplexing, because the Multiplexing have two different medium one is audio and other is video. If we need to transmit on the network at the same time we do not want to see unbalancing between audio and video, this technique we will discuss further in next section, but is very important to understand how it possible to transfer multiple medium at time from single medium.
Implementation
Although the Implementation is the fruition of chain of the efforts starting with analysis, it is most demanding stage in the Peer to peer Video Stream Protocol life cycle. In fact, if detailed design has been done properly, thought and creativity are less needed than persistence, accuracy, and attention to detail. During the implementation stage of this system, I converted the detailed design into code in a programming language using Java2, Java Network Programming, Java Sound API and Java Media Framework. The major product of the implementation stage, the 'Source Code', is the ultimate goal of the entire software development process. There is real sense of accomplishment when software reaches its deliverable form. Executable code seems much more immediate, real and exciting than specifications or designs. Nevertheless, implementation is not the culmination of developers' efforts. Developers must still test the source code to determine that it meets the specifications, and that it satisfies the needs of the user.
Testing
Testing is the last stage of software development, before a developer releases the product to the customer. During testing Peer to peer Video Stream Protocol, I tried to make sure that the product does exactly what it is supposed to do. The testing stage goes beyond a simple effort of running Peer to peer Video Stream Protocol with some input to see whether it works properly. A major activity of testing is the disclosure and correction of errors in the specification, design and code. Three different kinds of tests were planned:  Unit's tests, which investigate the correctness of individual modules and check for structural weaknesses if any.  Integration tests, where the interactions of modules and the functionality of integrated subsystems are examined.  System and acceptance tests, which determine whether the final product complies with the user's original specifications.
Verification and Validation
Quality assurance is a technical activity whose purpose is to assess the product and the process during the development stages and enforce whatever measures may be needed to guarantee a specified level of quality. During implementation, quality assurance efforts focus on verification and validation that the code is being produced in compliance with the design and specifications [42] .
Verification
Verification is making sure that developers are "developing the product right", i.e. it is verified that the process of Peer to peer Video Stream Protocol development is correct. The main procedure of doing this is to compare each work product with its predecessor, to make sure that each part grows correctly from its prior form.
Validation
Validation is making sure that developers are "building the right product." Comparing the product in its current form with the original user requirements does this. User may be able to inspect some work products particularly prototypes, to determine that what they see is what they want. However most of the validation efforts come at the end of the development period, when developers test the product to see that it matches their requirements.
Performance Evaluation
In this work for the experiment Evaluation we use two Red Hat 7.3 windows XP, for both the clients and servers. The machine hosting the clients is a 2.00GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)2 with 1.99 GB of RAM. The server machine is a 1.266GHz dual CPU Intel Pentium 3 with 1024 MB of RAM. and The client machine runs the transmitter and the receiver clients. We host both the transmitter and receiver on the same machine to obviate the need for clock synchronizations and the need to account for clock drifts, while computing the delay in the delivery of individual packets.
All processes involved in the experimental setup use the Blackdown-1.3.1, Java 2 JRE JVM. The transmitter client is a Java program written using Java Media framework API. It reads a media file and sends it over the network. The receiver client is also a Java program written using the JMF API. It gets a media stream over the network and plays it. The reflector server is also a program written using JMF API. It receives a media stream from the network and sends it to another IP address. And then in our standard sues an custom protocol video file that is a 60 second portion of a movie, with an average bit rate (BR) of 600Kbps and a frame rate (FR) of 60 frames every sec. The transmitter client reads this file from the disk and sends it to the server machine as we discuss this in the framework sections. And also for the entire packet that is received we compute the transit delay related with the delivery the RTP. We also assume the measure that the Jitter is J, which is defined by the RTP as the mean deviation of the difference Df in packet spacing at the receiver compared to the sender for a pair of packets, and also the difference between the delay for n RTP packet and the delay for the (n-1) RTP packet as well as The Jitter J is computed as we shown in this equation. Our results shown in figures 5 and 6 and both show the delays and jitter.The delays and jitters at start of the video session are high because of the JMF player initialization. In both cases individual packets arrive on time but are not being processed in a timely fashion by the player. We ignore these first few samples that correspond to initialization latencies while computing the standard deviation and mean delay for both. Also we can be seen in figure 5 the jitter we use custom protocol is very similar to the JMF RTP case with the exception of the spike that exists in the JMF RTP case. The results, in figure 6 , for delay indicate that the when we use our SUSTP the delays are better than those for JMF RTP, any way the delays in both are still in the range especially for the JMF RTP mean = 3.5. This would facilitate development of sophisticated A/V conferencing environments. The delay associated with routing individual packets while using SUSTP would be significantly reduced under two conditions. The First one is the geographic distances between the transmitter and receivers increase the effects of marshaling and un-marshalling and increase in packet size will not predominate the delay. And the second one is we could construct a special CUSTP message to handle the audio and video packets (V/A) with a significantly lower header size.
Conclusion
The researchers can conclude that the proposed method reached to make a new system based on Peer to Peer (P2P) video streaming system, and then we developed many systems that based on Custom protocol such as P2P Video Stream System and registry service as well as The Protocol which has been designed as a complete solution for the networking, bandwidth, latency, security and cheapest way to do the communication. And the researchers set a plain for future to use the same protocols in another system to get another result as we make in this system, at the same time can create a popular A/V conferencing system in this world.
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